ADVENTURES

VENTURE
INTO TIME

In the first of a three-part series, we look at how the adventure game has developed
and bring you the exciting Warlord on disc

Peter Voke

T h e adventure game is dead - long
live the adventure game! Like pap
er in the office, like mail that gets
delivered through the letter box in
the morning, like black-and-white
newspaper, and even like books, the text
adventure game has been declared dead.
But it refuses to lie down. The prophets of
the future, with their paperless offices,
electronic mail, on-line news and compactdisc books, predict that we will move on to
newer and better ways of doing things,
forgetting that there is usually a place for
the old and familiar. We still ride horses,

filled with flickering sparks of ash and a
heavy smell of brimstone. The walls are
hot to the touch, and the thundering of the
volcano drowns out

with a bizarre chaos of tortured rock

which seems to have been crafted by the
devil himself. An immense river of fire
where. Yet with all the excitement of the

even though we use cars or planes, because
it is a relaxing and pleasurable activity.
So with the adventure game. It has given
rise to offspring as varied as that famous
adventure with graphics, The Hobbit, from
Melbourne House, and purely graphical

arcade adventures, multi-user dungeons or
adventure parks, theoriginal text adventure
still has a very special place. Neither the
cinema nor television is quite the same as
opening the first page of an unread novel.
And nothing will substitute for settling
down at the computer terminal to load in

games with adventurous objectives and

the first frame of a new text adventure.

puzzles like Superior Software's Citadel.
There are also the multi-user dungeons like
the famous one from Essex University, and
even adventure parks that have nothing to
do with computers but borrow their ideas
and puzzles from adventures. All these
owe some debt to the original adventure by
Crowther and Woods.

No-one writes or sells games like PacMan any more. The arcades are now full of
games that go on and on, puzzle beyond
puzzle, scene after scene. People like varie
ty, something new opening up as each
problem is solved, doors opening into
secret gardens. In short, even in the arcadetype games that are nothing but graphics
and movement, timing and skill, people
want adventure. Think what Frak! or Rep
ton would be without the element of

exploration. In 1988, adventure is every64

all other sounds.

Embedded in the jagged roof far overhead
are myriad twisted formations composed
of pure white alabaster, which scatter the
murky light into sinister apparitions on the
walls. The one side is a deep gorge, filled

These are games that can take you back
wards and forwards in time, into fairyland,

or on hilarious holidays to the Costa
Brava; to strange planets or haunted man
sions, slaying dragons or tracking down
murderers. Yet they arc games that never
hurry you, games you can savour and take
your time over, games you can leave when
you will and take up again where you left
off. They are among the most relaxing
computer programs ever written - the
equivalent of the folk tale told around the
camp fire. Perhaps one day the adventure
game will find its Homer, someone who
will perfect and define it for all time.
But perhaps the original Adventure was
already near to perfection: 'The glowing

crashes out of the depths of the volcano,
burns its way through the gorge, and
plummets into a bottomless pit far off to
your left. To the right, an immense geyser
of blistering steam erupts continuously
from a barren island in the centre of a

sulphurous lake. . . '
The prose may be purple, but imagine
that greeting after several dozen tricky
puzzles. If you have played the original
Adventure, you won't have to imagine -

you will surely remember arriving at the
volcano cavern for the first time. There is

no experience quite like finally cracking a
problem in an adventure, and being re
warded by entering a new and exciting
location, leading on to further parts of the
game. In the end, every adventure is in
essence a series of locked doors to which

you must find the keys.
That first adventure was written just 10

years ago in Fortran on a DEC mainframe,
by Willie Crowther and Don Woods.
Shortly after, Scott Adams fitted it into a
16k micro, and went on to write some of
the best adventures around. Some of the

games that experienced players consider
with a blood-red glare, giving everything landmarks in the brief 10-year history of
an eerie, macabre appearance. The air is the genre are the Zork series from Inrock fills the farthest reaches of the cavern
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focom, The Hobbit published by Mel
bourne House and the adventures pro
duced for the BBC micro by Level 9 some
years ago; these include a good version of
the Crowther and Woods original - Col
ossal Adventure. Acornsoft brought out
some small but well-known adventures

when the BBC micro was young: Philo
sophers' Quest, Kingdom of Hamil and
Castle of Riddles. Derek Haslam's Gate
way to Karos, also published by Acornsoft,
is one of the best adventures ever written

specifically for the BBC micro. In spite of
this, he cannot find a publisher for the
sequel, Mirror of Kboronz, which is a great
loss to adventure lovers. And there's also

the huge Acheton, the first disc-only BBC
adventure.
The truth is that most of the technical

innovations used to 'improve' the adven
ture game are not essential. The program
tells you where you are, and waits for you
to type in some instruction, such as

MOVE NORTH or TAKE GOLD, to say
what you want to do next. Of course, the
technical wizards have taken this simple
formula and added much sophistication,
such as the use of more than two words for

input, complex 'parsing' programs so that
the player can almost type in ordinary
English, and creatures that move around in
the adventure, apparently with wills of
their own. But even the first adventure had

axe-throwing dwarfs, the pirate and the
troll, and a single long sentence is usually
just a sequence of two-word commands.
Perhaps the only pleasure that compares
with playing adventures is writing them.
You need a good adventure generator
program, since you don't want mere tech
nicalities to inhibit your literary or puzzle-

constructing flair - several have been pub
lished for the BBC micro. The February
1984 issue of Acorn User contained the

listing ot a Basic adventure by Joe Telford,
which you could modify. The rest depends
on imagination, a sense of humour, the gift

of lateral thinking, and more than a little
inspiration. You must be able to write well

since there is nothing as annoying as play
ing an adventure full of spelling mistakes.
On this month's disc there is the first

part of a massive disc-based adventure that
I wrote in 1984 with Graham Williams.

The Warlord was originally published in a
different form on cassette by BBC Soft,
but in its new clothes is available to Acorn

User readers who buy both this month's
and next month's listings discs.

Graham provided an ambitious script
which clearly could not fit into the memACORN USER AUGUST 1988

ory of an unexpanded model B, even using
the most sophisticated modern text com
pression techniques. Nevertheless, the plan
of the adventure was magnificent and the
quirky humour was exactly pitched to
appeal to adventure-lovers. The final game
could be played either as two interlinked
adventures on a 32k model B, or as a single

and in some locations up (U), down (D),
left(L), right (R), back (B) or forwards (F),
enter (EN) or exit (X). All the action
words in the adventure can be shown on

screen by typing HELP. Apart from the
direction words, everything must be typed
in full, without abbreviation.

The aim of the game is to collect certain
seamless adventure of 54k on disc, using objects that your time-travelling friend
overlays. Before text compression, the total Tim Trevyl will need right at the end.
size of the adventure was over 100k. It had Which objects? Well, that's for you to
more than 200 locations, with scores of discover! The first part of the adventure is
words being understood and the command set in the future in Tim Tre.vyl's time
entry system understanding or parsing up machine; the second part isset on the night
to four words, for instance 'place screw before the battle of Waterloo in Belgium.
driver in crucible'.
Typing STORE will save the present
The integrated disc version of The War position in the game, while RESTORE
lord has six overlays, that is, at six points in does just that - restores the stored situa
the adventure the disc drive will turn on tion. You will get killed quite a few times
and a new series of locations will be loaded at the beginning of the game, since much of
the adventure's sense of humour is tied up
with finding amusing ways to bump you
off! When you get killed, press 1 to restart
the game from the beginning, or 2 to carry
on from the last position you stored.
To save your position on disc, type
SAVE a, SAVE b or SAVE with any other
letter from a to z. The file will be saved (as
War-a and so on). You can save up to 26
positions and reload any of them using
LOAD followed by the correct letter.
You will find the game becomes progres
in. The whole adventure is written in a sively more difficult, culminating in over
special compressed pseudocode interpreted lay six which is extremely hard. If you are
by a machine code program that operates one of those players who do not like to get
at high speed: effectively, the micro is stuck for hours with an insoluble problem,
turned into an 'adventure processor' at the hints and answers for the first three over
lowest level possible. The machine code lays will be found in coded form on pages
replaces the Basic language, the pseudo 67 and 69. Find the question that best
code 'adventure' effectively replaces the expresses your current frustration, type the
Basic program.
command DC and when a question mark
On this month's disc, in directory W, is appears, carefully type each character of
the interpreter, all the data files needed for the Hint (H) or Answer (A) that follows
getting the adventure up and running, and your question. Provided you make no
the first three of the six overlays. It would mistakes, the hint or answer to the prob
be a good idea to put all the Warlord files lem should be decoded on screen as you
in directory W, along with the overlays, type. Be very careful to distinguish be
onto a fresh disc, so you have room to save tween O and 0, I and 1, and the hyphen
your positions. You can play the first half and underline symbols.
of the adventure right away, and next
Good luck, and happy adventuring.
month you can copy the remaining three There will be more about The Warlord
overlays over from directory W, and con next month - how it works and how it was
tinue the game to the end. You must keep created. In the meantime, here are some of
the disc in the drive at all times, because of the odder quirks to look out for: I am
the overlays. If the disc is missing, the mentioned in the adventure, and so are two
error message 'disc:' will appear. Put the other people who work for or write in
right disc in, and press Return.
Acorn User - see if you can find us.
To play the game, when the arrow Warlord is only available on the monthly
prompt appears simply type in anything disc. We regret that the length of the
that comes into your head. You can move program makes it impossible to include in
north (N), south (S), east (E) or west (W), the yellow pages.
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I

GET LOST

IN THE MIST

I

=KH7:AC@T)JM$=M9>M=F>\

I KEEP DROWNING IN THE MARSH

I

R6FK(9U/[320L96F=N36>AL?M4;@Q,CHX
I CAN'T SEE ANYTHING IN THE DARK

I

H?7[7*RM$N=A@5?\/G/MN!_0B3>FG9:B*
EC@<U$KH7R)ER44=[2/U3E7*

I GET SHOT BY A DEAD TROOPER

I'VE BEEN TO THE CITY BUT I STILL CAN'T FIND TIM TREVYL

L2MD/NM96FK27>ALL&ICN,C@E5E9(

M-J:[44=['R7CFN,M!CR3:B*

EC@<U%GG2R1=M3[&ICN!_7.<0??!

;?BHU4;Q44=[3A-QBX4!M6\5>2[44=[2/CEF

I GET FATALLY BURNED BY COINS

WHAT DO I DO ABOUT THE RUFFIAN?
:F@K3N@6F?R-OALL'>OL96FK3<>8R1=M3*

M4=M3[!Q3[#L@=T#L:EEM.7<QN(=M3*
@K3@?\&ICN'H=8\72C@T'>OL96FK.AHl=M3«
INTO SPACE BY A

AAKL44=[2C18C8MRM34C2:B*

MISSILE

I CAN'T GET BACK PAST THE DOG

P19SL96FK32@FU)JM.AEL(=M3*

@BM/[)KL3<>8[%S-M1FJ2*

=K?Y-L4-J:[44=['H=8\/?R44=[2/LC_

?CE6\!_"M?7[!M6\44J=HI)K[

I CAN'T FIND THE CUBIX

HOW CAN I GET PAST THE CENTRAL COURTYARD?

<>K@=E9%4#>K@=E9'2,5S1MZ4,5S1M]
03J6KL44=[#FKES444=IR5>2[44=[2/CEF

;C[/F=N'N0NALM3/CN44=[+>E9 ,\
L5GHI44=HS96F=N)EH3K-S5F?!

I CAN'T GET THE DEAD TROOPER'S GOLD OR HIS LANCE

HOW DO I GET THROUGH THE ENTRANCE HALL?

L2MD/NM96FK27>ALL&ICN,C@E5E9(

R6FK(9U/[!_23P>.AJ9[)K1HS72K4X96FZ

M>C0[M3"S?L44=M3",M!MAE4=MN,5M5B*

@BM/[44=[)EH3K-S5F?!

I CAN'T GET THROUGH THE DESERT

I'M NOT ALLOWED THROUGH THE CARVED DOORS
R6FK-H>AL"C[4;@Q30OCl@SV
?CE6\44=[$N3N@6E9Y2=@>"

E=D<K1?\%S85?EK5F?EM#>MR"C[5>2A07#
A9Q2HMG3B=>B7J6E9'2)KS,M$A<CHMV
I CAN'T FIND TIM TREVYL

THE GUARDS ARE FASCINATED BY MY ACCENT
?;R0FE3S1[44=HS%Q/IR-BC3-

L<>8=M5UG+CAH<M71=M3[(=[)J\

M4=[+>E9Y!M6\(AJM"JC@5CN,Q2\+CAHX
CAN'T GET OUT OF THE DESERT

I

THE DOG WON'T GIVE ME WHAT I WANT

BKS,M!_'K3@?UG$K8(
M4=M3[!Q3[44J3@["M?7N[2">OL!MAE4=M]

A: L.XG45DS4>3QC3[,M.3L8«
GET LOST IN THE MOUNTAINS

WHAT USE

FBC3[&I@=T96FZ

EC@<U)ER)KL&ICN3<>804AE9Y96FK.7@?+

CAN'T GET THROUGH THE FOREST

WHERE CAN I

BKL*K>AL-OALL"C[ !_4>/0_

AVOID BEING ROBBED ON THE ROAD-;

I NEED SOME GLASS

R6FK.7@?\308[$AA?I5B*

M4=M3[)JM0<9IFEG!Q=F96*2.7<QN!M6\&;Q]
M4=M3[)JM-BC3[449MR/?7[3<F=1B)244AE=$

USE OF THE GYPSIES?

THE KING IS APPALLED BY MY LACK OF COURTESY

R6FK.7@?\44=[-<J@6E9Y%G9H8IF[

M5DS4>3QC3T+CAH<M719SL4;Q$K
K3<C\44=[.AE1[/?R44=["C?N=@>S$K@C]

@BM/[44=HS!_36CJ/MN"S?@;?!

IN THE BANDITS'

CAMP

I

@>OL,I.HNG72K4X'H=8+
I GET KILLED FALLING DOWN THE RAVINE

I

:0@B=2BEX)KL&L=>S44=[%<RA[
N>2[!_2=A5*
I1S5<I5B[-LG&L7<I6+

I

@HQ3<F?4$444=IR%<RAX444=IR.ACB4'

I GET EATEN ALIVE IN THE MOAT

HOW CAN I GET THE GREAT HUMMING DOOR OPEN?

R6FK-H>AL"C[6/MGG39CHX

M4=M3[!Q3[4C8Q36;ANM4;Q)K[

<I=D5""?BHU5;P4;Q44=["P7;C>«

SOLDIER KNOCKS ME IN THE MOAT

I CAN'T FIND THE WELL

K3<C\#>Q3A07§MG/?R44=[.ACB4X7*K@#

GACB40.NAL)ER44=[-4Q9:OL3>D,Q3»

I CAN'T GET OUT OF THE WELL ALIVE

M4=['K/U3KEG/7Z96F=N%M@=CN!0@1KGM5>\

H?>MG4-J:[/?7[/3H;>QL72K4X96FZ
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FALL AND BREAK MY NECK IN THE CITY

M4=M3[!Q3[/E4=MN7*X:M/7Z'H:E9Y4;Q-4Q9:0[

R6FK-H>AL$N=AP44=[,5M5B«

K3G5WI?"C[&L7<I6HMG4;Q(ADTN
L.XG(=G@CQM3/CN!MK;4AE9Y%GG2*

IN THE DUNGEON

;SDG!_$N7E=UM3$K?Y-L3AKK#

I GET EXECUTED AT THE WEST GATE

WHAT CAN I USE TO DISTRACT THE DOG?

HAVE BEEN ACCUSED OF THEFT AND THROWN

BKS,M27J8NG"CDE9Y05I@;C9N@\

M4=['N,Q20M&CE6\3<>804AE9Y/7@?IE6M/*

EC@<U!Q=F96*2.AEL/?7["S?L44J3@\N
BER44=[7.G@ 444=[#BG@5QAY444=[1D,Q@GV

CAN'T FIND A LAMP

:SL44=["ME@;>S/7Z44=["?BHU3A-HIA\
I

P*HKL!SL44=[':Sl[&ICN/?7[4A=<!

I CAN'T GET PAST THE DOG

VOORVOKURP

@HQ4;Q44=[&;QN%<RAX4!M6\$KH7!

I GET SHOT AT THE WEST GATE

;M?7[);H9[#R=Z4"MC3?\!M6\(M99KGV
?CE6\!_"M?7[4;Q'BM/[(AD"

GET EATEN BY A

E=B:[!_35=@KP96FK(9U/['H?7[!RA>/XV
M4=[0<5BB[96FK!Q3[)ER)JM!_4>/0_

R6FK.7@?\44=['H=8\,C4H:0[

A

WEAPON

BER44=[&;QN7.NA[

?CE6\!_7.<O??~4/CN0?H.M4O7T&L7<I6O\

I GET KILLED

GET A

:_3<?;:],5M5B'405M69OC,0

@HQ.ACB4X4;Q'>OL/F?[

MAKE

IS THE HAYSTACK?

M4=[6+KI0[)JM72K4AE!

M4=M3[)JM.AE4AE9Y44=M3)2'HQ3<F?4'

I

TREE

<I=D5~$KH7R"CAIC3[96FK-BG/[/7@)

THE KING'S BLOODGUARD ARE NASTY TO ME

HOW CAN

FALL TO MY DEATH FROM A

R6FK!Q3[)ER4;@Q-H.EX/7Z!_(M=@GV

H: R,OL6+Q/M9:QN)JM45DS4>3QC3[,M&L7<I6+

I

'

M-K?U!AMF?L45DS4>3QC3#

M4AE=U"?BH#2)KS,M44=[7.NA1M<R$AN2MB[
K30>/BB[96F=N3A1KCY4/CN'HQ%<RA[

HOW CAN

NEED SOME MORE SILVER

I NEED A THIRD SILVER BUTTON

GAEL/?>MG'H=8\)JM/7Z6+KI0*
=K?Y-L4-J:[!MK;4AE9Y&L=>S44=M3*

I

GOLD

M4=M3[)JM!_"S?@;?R)ER!_,C4H:?\2=@>"

I GET BLOWN UP BY THE MINE

I

NEED SOME

?CIAAL'>OL,I.HNG72K4X'H=8+

?CE6\!_,5LCP!M6\,=>ALL)K[

Q:

.7@?H9)@@A

M4=[,5M6HCC2#,M$=T2AL1MN(9RM#E9Q;"
M>GG44=[)E@RM3.AEL44=["?S@89AC<G8+

R6FK.7@?\!R@6JA-M5B«

I

SOME MONEY

'@@[ER44=[T9X:A-BH$

LA5C§T'HQ.ACB4$496F99Y05MA<?!

I GET CARRIED

NEED

EC@<U&ICN!

@HQ.ACB4$496F99Y05MA<?!

H?>MG&L=>S44=[)EE6;A*
Q:

HOW CAN I GET INTO THE INDEX ROOM

H: R6FK(9U/[%T,NY4$K?Y-L96F*0
A: BEE=5>QL44=[$K@C]
Q: WHAT DO I DO WITH THIS FUNNY SHAPED HOLE"

H: BEE2MBL3<>804AE9Y44=[3.L8[35905*

A: R6FK.7@?\!_(=S)FH?3KT+:TV
I NEED SOME KEYS

@>OL96F=A2G:Z#>ODA=3?+

M4=["?M6EK?M(9U/[3 <>8 »
I CAN'T FIND THE RAVINE FROM THE EAST

M4=M3[)JM!_01S4X,9<CEE9Y44=M3*
P.NAL&L=>S1D,Q@GG/CN.ACB4X&L=>S2=2C+
I SEEM TO NEED AN INDEX CARD

M4=M3[)JM!_2=@>S&ICN44=[0E=>?D2*
?CE6\!_7«XG)EF;Q44=[)E6ASH2=G>"
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Q: I CAN'T OPEN THE SHUTTERED WINDOW

I GOT EATEN BY A

H:

A: M4=[72E6KHI78?Y-L/A5I 244=[$K@CN72C6#

R6FK(9U/[4;Q4-J:[96F=N#E9M5BN\
=K?Y-L/A5IR44=[4>/O«&0E7@T44=[72I3*

Q: HOW CAN I GET INTO THE LEFT HAND BEDROOM?

WHERE CAN

M>GG!MAE4=MN2=F?1«

H: M4=[-BDAL/3T3FF>M7«XV
A: R6FK.7@?\3<>8[+:T:\

I

GIANT RAT

GET A.ROPE?

:MR)EF1MAA1G@5QN4>/CEE9Y0?DA[
?L=>S44=['R7C6<N\

Q: HOW DO I GET OUT OF THE BANDIT'S CAVE

I CAN'T LIGHT THE LAMP

H: =K?Y-L&IC5>OL)KS,M96F=N,I.HNG$=XV

=E;\96FK&IC5>0L3O804AE980

A: AQ7>AE5J2[44=['N,Q2*23D2E9ZN

R6FK.7@?\3<>8[-4S/E=N\

Q: I SEEM TO BE AN INEXPERIENCED ROCK CLIMBER

WHERE

H: N>2[3B4K-AJ9[%LD4G=8IF[
A: :_2=A5[78F78\"C[5>2A07#

CAN

I

GET A

TAG?

?L=>S44=[32>R=7KEG/7@C:B«
BEE=5>QL44=[$AN8!444=IR/A5I @@A

Q: I CAN'T READ THE SCRAP OF PAPER

A

H: :_4>7:HU/7Z,9J?3Q2K
A: K3<C\)KL)ER44=[-<I@=C]

DRY GREY POWDER WON'T BURN FOR ME

BKL-OALL) =Z)KL7*RM7 .0[

I?F=N72E7[)EF;Q44=[,5LC_

Q: I HAVE BEEN ACCUSED OF THEFT AND ESCORTED OUT OF THE CITY
H: M>GG44=["CNAL0?==:VV

I JUST HIT THE BOTTOM OF A

BOTTOMLESS PIT

EC@<U71=M3[96FK!Q3['H:E9(

A: R6FK-H>AL01XG&ICN44AE9LM)ER44=[-4Q9:O[

E=>ALL44=[,5LCP!M6\4-J:[)KL72K4X96FZ

Q: THE GUARD WON'T LET ME GO DOWN THE BACK STAIRS
H: R6FK,C@<U-H.EX4;@Q3:4QB[

WHAT DO I

DO WITH A

HOVERCYCLE?

R6FK»LF78\0B3OlI6\)KS,M!_(GCA2*

A: M-J:[/7@Z44=[2=3C[/CN44=[72>(

FBF9FL44=[44AE9%4/CN'>OL/?R)K[

Q: I GET ACCUSED OF BEING A POISONER

I TURN GREEN AND KEEL OVER SUDDENLY

H: R6FK35GF78JY-L7*M6AMN!Q=F96+

R6FK35GF78\ !U9 :;\449SL&IC3D>GR&I@5+

A: @HQ3A>/H>ALL"?BHU$KH7R44=[3A-HIA\

?I@=T44=[+>E9'2$K?Y-L%<S[

Q: WHERE CAN I GET AN INVITATION?

HOW CAN I HELP TIM TREVYL? HE IS UPSET AND CONFUSED

H: BER44=t-<;@H9[/7Z44=f"?S@89AC<G8+
A: ?L=>S44=[+>E9 ,M"JC@5CN,Q2+

L<>8=M5UG3A;=9[(AJM7*S/E'

M4=[«BIF-T=N72C@T32G@T96FK(AJM7*S/E'

Q: I CAN'T FIND A WAY OFF THE BATTLEFIELD

I GET CAUGHT BY A

A: ?CE6\44=[2=2C\!M6\&I=@CHI)KL.ACB4'

;C[-BC3[#>Q3A07#
=K?Y-L27E9Y44=["CG@T/CN'HQ% <RA[

H: M4=M3[)JM!_7*XU2+:@KP,C@OE9(
Q:

I GOT SCRAPED OFF A WALL AND THROWN IN THE DUNGEON

I GET KILLED GOING UP THE RAPIDS

H: :U9:;\/7@?I6EE9Y44=[,C4>KG\

M>GG44=["CO@1MN01QBL/7Z6+KCF=]

A: ;SDG!_$N7E=UM396FR%@T.7@?\3<>8[-B?7TV

M49SL)JM.AEL44=[7«XG4;Q44=[2/U3E7*

Q: I CAN'T GET SOMETHING SCREWED TO A DESK

I GET SHOT WHEN I LEAVE THE CUBIX

H: BKL)JM0?D@69J9*

R6FK-H>AL45D8[)KL27>AL[
N>2[44=[63<R2E9Y30O3@I!

A: R6FK.7@?\!_30O3R-N7M/M]
Q: I CAN'T GET ACROSS THE RIVER
H: M>GG7«K?>E9YM3/CN27;EE9Y(A>A'
A: ?CE6\44=["P7;C>*

I

I THINK

THE KING IS OFFENDED BECAUSE I DON'T EAT

I

H: A=[-OALL"C[&I@ =9?\"WG!_*;NAlM]

Q: IS IT POSSIBLE TO GET OUT OF THE DUNGEON?

I GET TORN LIMB FROM LIMB BY A

M4J=HI$KH7R!_#L@<:?\2/SL&ICN)K[
I ONLY FLOAT IN THE RAVINE

H: R6FK35GF78\/3CTG)EEA>C.Q5F?E\
A: =K?Y-L0E7@T44=[,9Q/M]

R6FK(9U/[!_'K/U3KEG0B=3J9HS!F:HE!
R6FK!Q3[#>Q@GOE9Y(=<UCG/3H;>Q?\

NOSE BLEED

I

?;HEFL(= <QBL.7Q/MN78?R&;HI\@@A

Q:

WHAT DO I DO WITH THE METAL DISC?

A: ?0>2[44=[,=>AL?M72K4X)K[

GET CRYOGENICALLY

FROZEN

=K?Y-L4>7>@>MN44=[32>R=7KEG30>M!

I5MA6JAZ2(AKL44=[2C1@C8MR!F:HE!

H: BKL78F78\&CKL)EF;Q!_3<4H:0[

HUNTING EAGLE

BKL-H>AL"C[6/MGG(M99KGV

Q: I INCINERATED THE CITY ACCIDENTALLY

I THINK I GOT DRUNK ON THE BEAUJOLAIS

HAVE BEEN DUMPED IN AN EMPTY TENT

M-J:[44=["?X6?70L72K4X96FY25>2[)K[

H: M4=M3[)JM/?>MG/?7[/3H;>QL0B3N2IF[
A: R,N[20E>5X44=[4-AJ9*

Q:

HEXAGONAL KEY

R6FK.7@?\3 O804AE9Y4;Q#R?L72K4'

A: IB301I6\4;Q%<SL3O804AE9(

H: M4=M3[!Q3["C0@1MN5 >2NM&ICN!K7L9G=#
A: =K?Y-L$N7E=U44=[72E7)296FK.7@?\)K[

I NEED A

R6FK#LF78\-4J:[)K[
?CE6\44=[(=S)FH?3KT-BF78+

A: P.<QN44=[3=1BB["M@E?\

I GOT A BLACK EYE AND A

GET LOST IN THE LIBRARY

R6FK.7@?\!R@6JA-M5B*

@>OL44=["CG@T!M6\27E9Y)K[

Q: I CAN'T GET OUT OF THE RAVINE
H: FBC3[%LD4G=8IFL.7@?A?+

Q:

SECURITY ANDROID

R6FK.7@?\!
Q:

32>R=7KEG4-F(

I KEEP SETTING THE BENCH ON FIRE ACCIDENTALLY

H: K3<C\44=[)EEA>C.Q5F?E\

A: BEE=5>QL44=[#OC.F9J9*
Q: TIM TREVYL JUST HOLDS OUT HIS HAND FOR A BOOK

H: R6FK72C@T*K>AL(9U/[4;Q'>OL)KL&ICN(AD"
A: M>GG44=[,=9P/QGV

I CAN'T READ THE SCROLL

THE LAMP SEEMS TO GO OUT SUDDENLY

M4=M3[)JM/?7[72J2MN449MR96FZ
M-J:[)KL4;Q45DS4>3QC3#

R6FR%@T(9U/[4;Q0<5MR!G=<C+

I JUST GOT KNOCKED TO THE FLOOR AND JUMPED ON

THE SCREEN SHOWS ONLY SWIRLING MIST

;C[S>Q3A07T71G>S96FK!S§-BH$
AAKL44=[2C1@C8MR"S?L.AQ/?7[%GG2*
A TREE FALLS ON TOP OF ME

;S?L)KL#LF78\(9U/["C@IR!_2=4H$
M5<[44=[2=A5[4;Q!_2=4H!4.AEL44=[4>3@*
I TRY TURNING MY VEHICLE, WITH DISASTROUS RESULTS

P1A:EX7*XG$E;\44GD2['N,Q20M'HOO
@HQ%<RAZ24>OAL44=[ IT?;A9CCE[

THE BANDITS DON'T GIVE ME ANY KEYS

G7Q/MN"C[&L7<I6HMG72K4X44A<Q/N\
=K?Y-L35GHU4'BM/'4/CN/A5IR44=[,C4H:0[
I JUST GOT ELECTROCUTED

L.E70EG&CIAAZ2)KS,M"WG44=[$K@C]
LD2K/EX/7@Z44=[,=>AL[
I GET SOLD A COMPUTER I DON'T WANT

;C[-BC3[#>Q3A07T!AMF?L719SL96FK"SDV
BEE=5>QL44=[7»S/E=NM&CIAA[
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N>2[)KL71AC9[)KL,5RA?\

R6FK!Q3['>0@5E9Y!G=<C\/7Z96F=A2G:)

R6FK$K?Y-L.7@?\44=[3003§IR45C@T,5S1M]
I HAVE FOUND THE CUBIX BUT IT'S LOCKED

M5DS4>3QC3T+:@KCM)KL,C4H:?\5>B,K@MV

@HQ4;Q44=[#FKE"%44=IR5>2[44=[2/CEF

I SEEM TO HAVE DUG MY OWN GRAVE AND FALLEN IN

P8F78\96FK0B3A?MN3<>8J?7[%GG2[)ER)K+0

CK8CP"?BHL*Q20M/G/MN44=[(G=9*

WE GOT ARRESTED BY THE SOLDIERS NEAR THE BRIDGE

M4=N2[&L3I5EX#>MR"C[%<R6CMG&I@=9?+
L=5<JU&L3I5EX4;044 =^244 =^^0^064'
Q: MY BATTERIES HAVE RUN OUT
H: AGHI.7BE9>Q207T/7Z96FZ

A: =K?Y-L,9<U/[44=[2/CEFQ3D2K/E=?\/?!

Q: I CAN'T USE THE SCREEN

H: BKL(9RMf_#LG/MN/G/MN)K[
A: R6FK-H>AL/A5IR)KL&CIAA[
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ADVENTURES

RETURN OF
THE WARLORD
All aboard the Cubix for another trip inspace-time. This month we explore how
The Warlord works and howthe game was created
Peter Voke

I f you ordered last month's disc, you
will probably have already started

off." RETURN) IF P'00>L"M92" OR
P'36/01 (W"you hear nothing but
hissing static." RETURN)
1190 W" tim" trevyl's voice replies:
'hello!where have you been? lost in the

part one of The Warlord, the text
adventure on that disc. This month's

disc contains the three overlays for
part two. Transfer these onto your War
lord disc, ready for when you need them.
The script for The Warlord arrived
through my front door just as the adven

fog?the easiest way to find theAcubix is
to go to the tall tree, and move

southeast.i'll have the door open for

you." P'36+ P'lC]+02 RETURN)>
You can guess from this that parameter
into a final working adventure was being
&26 has something to do with the radio
finished. The program is called TAG, the
batteries running down. Parameter 0 is
Tabular Adventure Generator. Also there
actually the current location number, so
were a series of post-processing programs is the description of the location where the P'00>L"M92" is a way of checking that
to compress the original text by a factor of Cubix is (if you haven't found it yet, look the player is in the right part of the
ture generator program that was to turn it

almost two.

TAG is essentially a compiler. Like a

Pascal compiler, which takes a program

around):

and turns it into pseudo-machine code for
you." IF P'36=02 (W"the door is ajar.")
a non-existent microprocessor, TAG takes The W is compiled into a single byte

TAG source language (TSL) progams and
turns them into adventure pseudocode, a
highly compressed code that specifies the
structure of ah adventure in as little space
as possible. Since there is no micro

processor that runs the pseudocode direct
ly, an interpreter written in 6502 machine
code is needed to carry out the actions of
the Pascal program or run the adventure.
TSL is a language for writing adventures.

instruction which causes the subsequent is not possible to talk to Tim twice.

ables (called parameters), in this case para

adventure in TSL. In addition to the para

meter number &36. If it has the value 2, meters, which play an important role in
the text in the brackets is printed.
controlling the overall action in the adven

dedicated to each verb. One of the first

much like Basic as possible. I could then things people do in The Warlord is to use
use the unbuilt edit functions of the BBC, the radio - or try to. Here is the part of the
including the cursor keys, to create the default action of the verb 'use', which
program just as I wanted it.
applies to the radio:
If you have played Warlord, you may be
1180 IF Nl = "RADIO" (IF P'26>20
interested to see some of the more familiar
(W"the radio batteries have run out."
bits of it in their original TSL form. Here
RETURN) IF P'35 z (Wit's switched
64

parameter &36 must also be zero, and as

this is set to a non-zero value by P'36+, it

text to appear on the screen. The phrase P'lC]+02 adds 2 to the value of parameter
IF P'36=02 is compiled to the three-byte &1C, which happens to be the score.
sequence &A1 &36 &02, and causes the
This gives you some idea of both the
interpreter to test one of the internal vari power and the complexity of writing an

If you do something silly in The War
lord, it does not just reply 'You can't'.
Warlord was written in it and compiled Every verb has its own default reply. You
using TAG. It is interpreted by the TAG may like to discover the default replies to
interpreter as you play the advenure.
jump, eat, swing, speak, think and throw.
Since I was working with a BBC micro, There is a part of the original program

it was convenient to make TSL look as

adventure to be able to contact Tim. In this

320 W"you are surrounded by swirling case, you have to be upstream of location
fog.an enormous blue cube stands before M92, which is the bridge. To contact Tim,

ture, there are eight flags associated with
each location, called Fa, Fb . . .Fh. Some of
these have special functions. For instance,

Fg keeps track of whether any objects have
been taken from or dropped at that loca
tion. The TSL source code for the actions

that take place at a familiar location, the
haystack, is as follows:
260 DEF L="F56"

270 LET Fg[#
280 IF MN:L]"B38"
290 IF ME:L]"R1"
300 IF MW:L]"F55"
310 IF MS:L]"M74"
ACORN USI-RSEPTT.MBKR 1988
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320 IF V="SEARCH" ( P'25+

330 IF P'25=01 (W" in the haystack you
discover a silver button marked with the

head of the king.: "SILVER"]p p'lc+:
RETURN)

340 IF P'25=02 (W"you search deeper
and uncover a tiny needle among the
stalks.": "NEEDLE"]p p'lC+
RETURN )

350 W'achoo! hay dust is getting up
your nose.")
360 END

If you have picked up any idea of how TSL
reads, this will be enough to give the game
away as far as the haystack goes. If the
input verb is 'search', parameter &25 is
increased by one. The first time, you will
find a button, the second time a needle,

and if you persist in searching deeper you
will merely get hay fever. The part reading
"SILVER"Jp means move the object
named silver to the present location. This
compiles to a two-byte code, and makes
the silver button appear in the location
description: 'There is a silver button here'.
Other parts of this 'local action' program
preset the 'g' flag and tell you where you

you are not going to find any, since the
text
has been compressed. Try adding &.30
where.
(48)
to
the contents of every location, and a
Usually nothing much happens as a
few
words
will appear, along with the
result of the global actions, and the inter
apparently
meaningless
garbage. The words
preter proceeds to the local action section
for the location the player happens to be you see are those that have not been
in. This is the most important part, dealing compressed, since they only occur once in
with the things that happen only in specific the whole adventure.
Any word that occurs more than once
locations, such as searching the haystack.
If no output has been produced by either has been replaced by a one or two-byte
the global or local action, the interpreter text compression code. The most frequent
jumps to the verb default, printing out 200 words are replaced by a single byte in
either something important, or, if all else the range &32 to &F6. About 1200 other
fails, the default reply for that verb: 'bizar words that occur more than once in the
re', 'how cute', 'a lot of good that will do adventure are replaced by two-byte com
you', or whatever. There is also a second pression codes. The first byte, which is in
global action section that is called after the range &F7 to &FF, tells the interpreter
which of nine dictionaries to use, while the
everything else is finished.
Is there anything else? Yes, there is the second byte says which word it is.

happen anywhere, or must happen every

The dictionaries are stored in The War

lord from &546B up to &7BFF. They
occupy more space than anything else, yet
paradoxically save more space too. Again

you will not see much if you look in this
part of memory because the dictionaries
themselves are compressed by a different
technique. Any occurrence of the letters a,
e, i, o, r, t, or n in a dictionary word is
combined with the previous letter into a

can move to from the haystack. IF

ME:L]"R1" is the move eastwards to the
location called Rl. This compiles to two

bytes, the first of which means 'if the input
is e or east or something equivalent' and
the second which tells the interpreter to text that comes out when you inspect an
object or it appears in the inventory. The
move the player to Rl.
By now, you will realise roughly how former is dealt with by the default for the
the adventure works. As the playerenters a verb 'inspect' ('examine' is equivalent). The
new location, the interpreter picks up the latter, however, is kept in a separate TSL

compiled location description, acts on the program called the object descriptions.
instructions found there (which will mostly

compound two-letter single-byte code,
saving nearly 30 per cent on the dictionary
size. The highest part of memory is given
over to the verb and noun dictionaries.
Connection words are stored with nouns

in the dictionary.

TAG compresses whole words, and only
compresses common two-letter syllables
within the dictionaries. The result of this

Here is the TSL for the description of the strategy is that spaces have been almost

be text output) and sets the 'd' flag so that lamp:
360 DEF N="LAMP" c ] "CL1"
the short description will subsequently be
370 IF p'33>02 (W"a
given instead.
flickering")
ELSE (Wan unlit")
It then prints the arrow prompt and
Wlantern"
END
waits for input. A parser splits up the input
380
DEF
N=
"LANTERN"=
into a verb, up to two nouns and a

completely eliminated from the text.

Cubix fire. These are the things that can you look in memory for words, however,

once in each case, in the dictionary, and in

Whenever the interpreter finds a compress
ion code within the text, it knows there

should be a space before the word it stands
for and a space after it, unless it is immediatley followed by a punctuation mark.
The
interpreter automatically puts these
"LAMP"
c
connection word like 'to', 'on', or 'with'
spaces
in, making sure that two spaces are
Even
though
it
is
one
of
the
more
interest
(adverbs like 'quietly' also count as con
never
output
in succession, splitting the
ing
nouns,
in
that
the
description
does
vary
nection words). The words are identified
sentences
neatly
at the end of the 40a
bit
according
to
whether
the
lamp
is
lit
or
by looking them up in the verb and noun
character
screen
width,
and putting capital
not,
it
is
still
short
and
simple.
dictionaries and tagging them with identi
letters
after
full
stops.
If
you
are
one
of
those
people
who
love
fication numbers, which arc put into para
You may have noticed in some of the
taking progams to pieces, you may like to
meters &10 to &13.
TSL
above that the words Tim, Trevyl and
know
where
the
various
parts
of
The
The interpreter now uses several sections
all occur with a forced capital trig
Cubix
Warlord
are
kept.
The
interpreter
resides
of compiled code in turn. First it goes to a
ger
byte
in front of them: tim,'trevyl and
between
&1100
and
&1A91.
The
location
short global action section which is always
'cubix.
Although
this looks wasteful, re
descriptions
are
always
at
&1B00
in
each
performed regardless of what the input is,
member
that
these
words occur more than
overlay,
and
the
local
actions
are
from
or where the player is located. This checks
once
in
the
text
and
will therefore be put
&2B00
upwards.
The
object
descriptions
up on odd inputs like 'get on hovercycle'
into
compression
dictionaries.
The extra
start
at
&3C00
(they
arc
not
overlaid,
of
instead of 'mount hovercycle', and handles
'byte,
forcing
a
capital,
will
only
be stored
course)
and
the
verb
defaults
at
&3E63.
If
counters like the radio batteries or the
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In the meantime, here is a quiz for those
of
you deep into The Warlord. A small
The byte values less than &80 (positive
ctter V this will actually be omitted with
prize
goes to the first person to send the
the". So there is not as much waste as you bytes) cause the interpreter to do some
thing, rather than test a condition. It is correct answers to these 14 questions to the
might think.
Within text, the byte values 0 to 5 are possible to change the verb or noun num Acorn User offices. There is no time limit.
reserved for special purposes, values 6 to bers, move objects, manipulate parameters 1 With what can you play an adventure
&10 are punctuation marks, &.11 to &2A or flags, and perform a number of text inside the adventure?
are the letters a to z, &2B to &31 have output functions, including reflecting the 2 Who forgets to make his bed?
special functions like printing numbers, input words back to the player. In addition 3 What colour are the eyes of the bandit
&32 to &.F6 are one-byte compression there are 16 special actions, each with their chieftain's long lost love?
codes, and &F7 to &FF are the first bytes own code, performing the functions that, 4 What does the folder of matches adver
in Basic, would be done by LOAD, SAVE, tise?
of two-byte compression sequences.
5 What do hunting eagles prefer rather
Outside text, the values encountered RUN, INPUT, END, and so on.
I have probably confirmed your opinion than humans?
have quite a different set of meanings. Byte
values greater than &7F (negative bytes) that the production of really slick adven 6 Who ignores complaints about Catch-22?
test conditions such as 'is parameter so- tures is a very complex business. This hides 7 What is the copyright message in the

those words where it is followed by the could conceivably imagine.

and-so greater than the following value?'

the essence of the adventure business,

or 'is the location number equal to suchand-such?'. With as many as 128 bytes to
choose from, it is possible to have bytes
that test, in many different ways, the verb,

which is that technical sophistication is an 8 Where are you when you hear of Quinn

optional extra. The truly essential ingre

adventure?

text, and for this a simple adventure gener
ator will do just as well as TAG. Next

and Smith backwards?
9 How much does a loaf of bread cost in
Charlcroi?
10 Who is vain about his beard?

word, parameters, named objects (which, month, Acorn User will introduce a very
like the nouns, can be worn, carried, pre simple interactive adventure generator,
sent, or tested for being in any named which allows you to create an adventure
location), moves in 16 possible directions, while you play it. Though very few of the
and the eight flags for the current location, functions of TAG are there, it is still
which can be set or unset. As you can see, possible to write beautiful adventures even

11 Who rises to the rank of general, and in
whose army?
12What does Bernard Saxe-Weimar cap
ture at Quatre-Bras?
13 Who wears sky blue britches?
14 What is the last cry of the green

this covers just about any possibility you with the simplest aids.

minion?

either of the two nouns, the connection

dient is an original plot and high-quality

WHAT CAN THE SAPPERS DO FOR ME?

Q: I GOT EXECUTED FIRST AND INTERROGATED AFTERWARDS

E90L96FK4-J:[3<>8[,=>ALL23G=<A)

H: Pl=M3[72C@T96FK7*M6AM-0

E=>ALL!_4-05MN!SL44=DIN"P/Y/<M]

A: ;C[#>Q3A07T71=M3[96FK'HQ)ER#E9Q:9M=:&
Q: I CEASED TO EXIST

MY FINGERNAILS ARE TOO WEAK

A: =K?Y-L5>2[44=[$AQ3:B["CAIC3[44=[%I6+

M-J:[44=[0<5S1[&CIAA[

Q: WE GET EXECUTED AS ENGLISH SYMPATHISERS

I CAN'T AVOID BEING ROBBED AT LEAST ONCE

H: GAEL!_.;:B[0<5BB[4;Q(9M9Y!Q=F96+
A: R6FK-H>AL'>0L/F?L/7 Z#E9Q:9M=:W&;RA[

;S?L44=TG!Q3[6/MGG#>Q3G9N§M"?M6EK?NN
:MK;4AE9Y44=TG3AKKT)JM)ER44=[1D,Q@GV

Q: BOOM! THAT WAS SILLY OF ME

I AM SEEN EASILY AGAINST THE FLAMES

=E;\96FK&CE6\!MK;4AE9Y(=M3:0

H: [1A;C3]>"CAIC3[96FK0B3N@M!MKG"S?@;?E\

;CO@1MN.AEL4;Q"C[32@I"4.Y~NAL01R,0
AA;A[596AMN44=[7*FH?R44=M3*

H: ;CNAL.AEL4;Q"C[44=M3[71=IR)KL'H6NM5;_

A: K5BB[ !_&0>2 '4!M6\ '>OL/F?L&;RA[
Q: WHERE CAN I FIND A FUSE?

I HAVE BEEN DESPATCHED BY A

H: 0/MGG#ICD2[4;Q44=[-4HER':S1K?DA[
A: M4=[R\6\41IFL.ACB4X/7Z44=[':S1*

R6FK.7@?\3<>8[+>E6\/7Z7.<0??!

VETERAN

AAKL(ADS72K4X44=[09JA;=#

Q: I KEEP GETTING IMPRISONED IN THE PIGSTY
H: M49SL$K6N;Y-L-8<MR96FK(9U/[4;Q3A-XV

THE CUIRASSIER SEEMS TO BE A

A: M4J3@[63J6K?Y444J3@[%N0>O5[2=F?lN\

@>OL44=[4-05MN3<7N8MV

LIGHT SLEEPER

L<Q96FK"C[!_,=>ALL44A<A)

Q: I NEED TO GET BACK PAST THE BANDITS

I SEEM TO HAVE CUT IT RATHER FINE

H; :U9:;\44=H 4/CN-4J:[44=HS!U9:;\96FZ

M4=M3[)JM-BC3[449MR/?7[7*XG/F?[
@HEL44=t"?X6?70+!#R?L44=[41IF[

A: @HQ638_44=l2/U3E7'4/CN5>2[44=[,5M5B*
Q: NOTHING I DO SEEMS TO CONVINCE THE SERGEANT
H: LO8[05JA<9[ !Q3 [*K>AL,=B :[449S[
A: =K?Y-L78C@G"%%N0>O5[&L=>S44=[41IF[
Q: WHERE CAN I FIND SOME SNUFF?
H: G7<QN44=[-4HER':S1K?DA[

Q: WHAT DO I DO WITH THIS SMALL DEVICE?
H:

R6FK23<K@MG-H>AL01XG!S@1IF5F?!

A: BEE=5>QL)KX4B1A;C3]J4F:%S85M7D8IFMN
Q: WHERE CAN I FIND SOME BEEF?

A: M4=[U_4X41IFL.ACB4X/7Z44=[':S1K?DA[

H: GAEL&;QN&L=>S44=[-4HER':S1K?DA[
A: M4=[T 4X41IFL.ACB4X/7Z44=[':S1K?DA[

Q:

Q: GOING THROUGH A HOLE DOESN'T GET ME VERY FAR

I SNUFFED IT

H: MKBEX96FK4;Q(9M9Y!Q=F96 +

H: M4=M3[!Q3[/?>MG4C8Q0<5BBNM4;Q'H

A: @HQ.ACB4X!EN1MN5>6E9Y44=[3;Gl@)

A: M>7<?\44=[4HFL4;Q44=[3<F?470

Q: SOME SAPPERS TRY TO PICK MY POCKETS
H: PlQG-OALL44=TG*'C[ )ER44=[-8N@M41IF+0
A: M4=TG!Q3[(M99KGU2'BM/[44=HS3<>8["C@A)

Q: I SEEM TO HAVE LOST A BAYONET - AND A PISTOL
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H:

:Q3[96FK3B=3[96FK.7@?\44=H20

A: M4=[&L3i5EX4-j: [44=h"

Continued •
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< Warlord hints continued
I GOT SQUASHED TO DEATH BY FIFTY FURIOUS FRENCHMEN

Q: WHAT DO I DO WITH THIS LOOSE BRICK?

=KQ96FK(9U/[!MK;4AE9Y4;Q-4S/EX449S+0
;S=<R44=["P7;C>[5>6E9Y44=[-4S/E=N\

H: :_0?D@69J9[7*XG/F?L/7Z44AJM(G=9:0
A: IE7@T)KL!M6\-4J:[! (G=9*

I GET KILLED WHEN THE POWDERSTORE GOES UP

WHAT USE

HG/MN44=[(AC@GM!M6*@@A

@H@5\1D0NA5F? 2'E5C\96FK!R8:?+

N>2[!_&0>2'4!M6\'>OL&0=B4=MN!V*XV

IS THE SEWING ROOM?

:AQ<=I?1GMG.AQ5>2[!SL!K@#

I CAN'T GET THE MUSKET - OR THE BAYONET

THE SOLDIERS IN THE INN DENOUNCE ME AS A

@>IF8MG$K6NM)KZ2449SS,M44=[7*XV
M-J:[44=["?X6?70L'>IF8MGH&AEL-H>8:OUF

M4A<Q/NM!Q3[&;RALM3!M6\36C9IF[

THIEF

@>OL(9SX4'>OL#IC2J!4'>OL/F?[

Q: FIRING THE PISTOL DOESN'T GET ME WHERE I WANT TO GO

WHY CAN'T I GET THE SNOW TO THE FIRE?

H: 0/01M/MEM5>2[)KL"?BHL*Q20\
A: AAKL44=[6/01M/MR72K4X)K[

BKL-8GH?M"CAIC3[96FK'>OL)KL44=M3*

P;=?9Y4>/BH#244=[3;AHI)JM.AQ5>2*

I TRIPPED AND GOT DUMPED IN THE PIGSTY

WHY CAN'T I BUY A CANDLE?

M;Q%Q/MG;4AE9Y44=M3[)JM! 32<R<?!

M49SL#>M6H9NA5:HU-4J:MN)JM#0/Y?V

?CE7[M3"S?L'>OL!K@T96FK.7@?\&CIAA[

?IC5>OL44=[#>M6H95&'>OL(AJM30FJ@<CA\

WHERE CAN I FIND SOMETHING TO LIGHT GUNPOWDER?
AAJA;CGG)JM"S9=$

THE CANDLESTICK MAKER DENOUNCES ME TO THE FRENCH

IE7@T44=["S9=U)ER44=[09>LAEV

H7@?MN(ADS!_&FCC7E!

A=",M#0/Y?!&(M8BF=N(AD"

I GOT BLASTED INTO ATOMS BY A MESON BEAM

I DISTURBED A GROUP OF GRUMPY GRENADIERS

BD4FBE7[96F=N.3L8[)JM-!2!K=&
AAKL44=[7*Q:CC2#,M(=I5EE4M!

M4=TG!Q3[4>G0E9Y4;Q399@KQN
@HQ44J=F2AX44=DIN41IFL1D4<08MV

HOW DO I GET OUT OF THIS EMPTY TENT?

I GET ARRESTED BY THE OFFICERS AT THE CROSSROADS

M4AJM0B=3J9HS)JM!_'HC2E8MR+CAE[
R6FK.7@?\44=["?X6?70L4;Q#R?L44=[41IF[

09El[72K4X96F=N&?@OLM3!M6\&;RA[
KC9R1D4:HAMS4"S?L$K?Y-L'>0L#LC<7M3?+

Q: I GOT FROZEN TO DEATH IN A BATHROOM
THE CAVALRY CAUGHT ME NORTH OF THE CORNFIELD

H: FBDAL05JA<9[$K?Y-L,=B:[#L=8\"?S4K\
A: M-J:[44=[3<20P!M6\'>OL/F?L&;RA[

:Q3IY-L44=TG2/S4=MN&;QN.ACB470
KC9R.ACB4&244=TG72C@T4A=<R"?BH$

A DRUNK DANCES WITH ME, SINGING LOUDLY
AGHI6/MGG$EJAA=0GE9Y&ICN96FK"ME4'

THE FRENCH UNMASK ME AT GOSSELIES

R6FK,9OL449SL"CG;B8MR'HQ72K4GF?L96F*0

=KQ%Q/MG;4AE9Y1D4<08MV

N>2[44=t"CG;B8MY,M#>Q@78F>[4;Q(A;A*

I'VE GOT INTO THE INDEX ROOM. WHAT NOW?

A

K3H8H5CMN44=[-8<M;E9Y/7ZB21G9K1S4A: ]0
I CAN'T GET BACK INTO THE CUBIX AFTER LEAVING
=K?Y-L"C[3<Q"?BHL*Q2\,C@<>E9(
M>C0)296FK-H>AL'HQ/?!

CANNON BALL BOWLED ME OVER

M>GG4;Q,C@<U#R?1*

M4AE=U!AMF?L44=["M@<U96FK.7@?+

CK8CP/G/MN)K[
Q: I CAN'T ESCAPE FROM THE PIGSTY

H: N;\4$KH7~4/CN36;AR*X:\
A: IE7@T44=["S9=!43A-M6\/?R)KX4/CN$E>(

I GET HIT ON THE BACK OF THE HEAD BY FLYING DEBRIS

Q: I'VE BEEN DISRUPTED BEFORE I TAKING A FINAL BREATH

B=Z/?>MG)KL(AKL3<>8J?7[%GG2)@@A
?CE6\45DS4>3QC3T*#(X&Z'L!RM)KL"JCH<\

H: L.AME-F>[(AJM"GF" 8>>G9M;:>KT4A-CN\
A: @HEL3<>8[3;G1@Z4;Q44J=H(0

A SERGEANT DOESN'T LIKE MY OUTLANDISH CLOTHING

I DISTURBED THE EMPEROR'S SNOOZE

A=[$K6N;Y-L$EJ4N4J2[(AJM3B>=9:FF?10
P.<QN44=[(9SLF:#IC2JU&L=>S44=[)E@!

R6FK35GF78\(9U/[,9<Q<7?\"WG.AHJN

Q: I WANDERED INTO THE PARADE SQUARE AND GOT REARRESTED
H: M49SS,M44=[,5RAL44AE9Y96FK35GF78\$K

A: @>OL719SL96FK.7§?\M344=IR4;Q44=[3AEV

=KQ!K@T3 <7N8MG/CN1D4<08MV
Q: A BELGIAN GENTLEMAN HAS FOUND ME IN HIS CARRIAGE

H: N>2[96F=N)D4FBE3S5F?R!_,=K@89[-BC3*
A: R6FK(9U/[4;Q(A;A[596AMN44=[#>Q@78F>*

A STRAY SHOT HAS HIT ME, WITH LETHAL RESULTS

I GOT SPLATTERED OVER THE WALLS IN THE VILLA

B=Z!SL&CIAAL96FK$K?Y-L3B.@B@?*@@A

FBC3[(9RA1'4,9N@M3B=D3M+K#
R6FK5>2?\44=[$AQ3:B[4;@Q3<@?!

I5MA6JAZ244=M3[)JM!_3.E?[2=F?1*
THE FRENCH TAKE EVERYTHING AWAY FROM ME

I DON'T UNDERSTAND THE RED & ORANGE BUTTONS

GAEL44=[%I6\/7Z44=[78C:8\/CN44=[':L8*
R6FK#>MR'>0L44=HS"?BHU,5S1M]

IB3N@M/? 244=TG#>MR"C[&ON=3?\/F? [

HC/M9>[4;8@E9NM/?_"7@(223?\&CI3N\

I STUMBLED OVER A SOLDIER AND GOT MY THROAT CUT

I GET ARRESTED FOR BUTCHERING THE BUTCHER

L<F960M,=B:[!_$=M9>M=F>M!BQ5M3KEV
=K?Y-L'HQ71=M3[44=[&L3I5EX"GM9F,B,

=K?Y-L4-J:[44=[#I9<U/M\24>GG!_"?X6?70[

I AM TRYING TO FIND A

;CNAL!U9:;\44=[!0@5<Q/M5B[/7Z'N4CH[
I CAN'T TAKE THE EMPEROR'S MAP

HILL

P19SL-4J:NM96FK44AE=U96FK.7@?\)K+0
M>C0)2*K>AL4-J:[44=[*K2Y/7Z72E7*

R6FK#>MY-L32@[)KL44J=F2AX44=[4>3@N\
<I=D5"!_4>3@[4;Q32@[71=M3[)KL)J\

THE CAVALRY CUT ME DOWN BY THE CORNFIELD

I SEEM TO HAVE RISEN TO THE RANK OF GENERAL

R6FK4;@<U!_7;=?9Y4A=<;E9Y"?BHU44=M3*
@HQ7.NAX4._""'L01RAL44=[359Q>C5G@E1M]

M5D8[)JM/7Z44=[%N@2I5B*
R6FK-H>AL%N0>O5[&;RAZ22C9R!SL44=[%I6+
Q:
WHAT DO

I DO IN THE BAKERY?

@HEL!MKG&FCC7EE,!5>2[96F=N,C2E)
;SDG!_,C2EZM3&ICN)E8IC;4S5F?!

PRUSSIAN DESERTERS STEAL EVERYTHING FROM ME

H: P. G@T44=TG (9U/ [4;Q3AKKT3 O804AE9ZN
A: E90L44=HS3AKKT3<>804AE9Y5>2G9N@\

THE CHASSEUR CALLS MY BLUFF

THESE MUSKET BALLS ARE NOT GOOD FOR MY HEALTH

D:@KP"JI1@CE9YM3(=",M%<R6CMG&I@=9?+

§>OL/F?L/7Z44=[7*XV
M4=[/?>MG7*XG)JMB"KH7TM

L6>GR44=[$K4R88IF?Y444=IR3.KI?1*
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ADVENTURES
< Warlord hints continued
Q:

ENGLISH DESERTERS BEAT ME TO DEATH

H: R6FK(9U/[4;Q4-J:[44=[27>ALL2=F?1*
A: BER44=[&ICA2NAX4-4J:[&ICN44=[(AC@#
Q: I GOT CUT IN TWO BY THE WARLORD'S HENCHMAN
H: R6FK(9U/[4;Q45D8[96F=N3.AME-F>*

A: E9<U/[!_&0>2[,=KL)ER44=[0?H-AMN3A;C3*
Q: A SHARPSHOOTER GOT ME

H: MlG§T(ADS96FR+3[/?R44=[3.L8[36;A*
A: A=",M&L7<I6HMG23<K@MU27*U/[4;Q(AD"
Q: AN ARMY OF ANGRY INFANTRYMEN ACCUSE ME OF ARSON
H: M>GG%Q/MGG2=F?1[/F?L/7Z44=M3*
A: @HQ%<RAL)EF;Q44=[,5S>7E7N\

I CAN'T FIND ANYTHING USEFUL IN THE DUKE'S STUDY
BKS,M"COC.@IR44=[/3H;>Q?M-8IF5F?7?+
E==NL44=[-40"2)KS,M596AM<7<S4'
I KEEP GUESSING WRONG ON THE HILL

A=[(9RM"C@IR)ER44=[&L3I5EX#>LC_
=E;\96FK23<C\44=['K/E@CK560

Q: I CAN'T GET ALL THE THINGS I WANT THROUGH THE FOREST
H: L<>8J?7[%GG2[)JM'H:E9Y4;Q"PO@2GG\
A: F4J:[5>2[/7Z44=[&;Q;5MJN,M#>QB[

Q: THE PRUSSIAN DESERTERS ACCIDENTALLY SHOOT ME
H: M4=M3[-H>AL"C[3<>8[!KH1M<3S5M/*

A: M4=M3[!Q3[4C8Q7*X:M/7Z!U9:;EE9Y44=H"
Q: THE WHISTLE DOESN'T WORK

H: BKS,M/?>MG(9K:Z!_71AJA89*

Q: THE WARLORD'S MINIONS FIND ME VERY QUICKLY

A: BEE2MBL!_05<_)EF;Q)K[

H: M>/U/GT,=>AL[
A: M4=TG#>MR32@[44=[,5LC_

Q: I DISTURBED THE EMPEROR'S BODYGUARD
H: GAQ#L>@8IF[

Q: I CAN SHOOT ONE MINION BUT THE OTHER GETS ME

A: =KQ!K@T1D4<08MV

H: +.)JMR.R.-4MKV

A: H?7[!SL!_45D8[)JM0?D§69J9*
Q: I'M STANDING ON THE BUNK. WHAT NOW?
H: R6FK-H>AL320L96F=N36>AL?M%Q/IR(A>A=M]

Q: SOME HINTS ABOUT THE ENDGAME IN THE GRAND HOUSE

A: IE7@T44=[2=@7Z45C9NM4;Q-4J:[!_(G=9*

H: =KH7R72K4X44=[7*Q:CC2\96FK-H>AL"C*
A: L<>8R1=M3["CCAE6\44=[4-05NA>GV

I GET DENOUNCED BY A

FARMBOY.

L<F960M,=B:[4;@Q-H.EX/7Z!_'H@5\44AE9(
R6FK-H>AL'>OL/F?L/7Z44=[#>QBL%<Q:=<M]
I NEED TO REUSE THE LANCE, BUT THERE'S NO CHARGE
L<>8=M5UG3A>/M9>[#>MR23>E9Q5>[)K[
@HQ44J=F2AX44=[&IC3NALM3!M6\'N0N@\

Q: I STOOD IN THE WAY OF A FRIGHTENED STALLION
H: G7S<L45D8'4$K?Y-[

Q: MORE ENDGAME HINTS

H: @BM/[44=[,5M5B[M3!_71AJA89[&ICN96FZ
A: B>GAC3[44=['K3@I~4-<J99<C\44=["JIO*
Q: MORE ENDGAME HINTS

H: E9<C\44=HS! $=M5B '4!_&ON=3 [/7ZX7
A: ><RAL!SL44=T32R.MZ444=IR&;K§TF:7*HK[
Q: MORE ENDGAME HINTS

A: @HQ%<RAL4;Q!U9:;\)K[

H: R6FK#>M@AEL3.U/'496FK# >M@AEL3A;C3*
A: ?ICNTA+4A=<EM!M6\05M69OCM/?7[-BC3*

Q: I GET BLASTED BY A MARSHAL WITH A BEARD
H: ;S?L)JM44=["C<Q2\23<K30

H: M>7D@<E9Y72:HHM)JM36D<C5Q]

A: IE7@T44=["C<Q2\!V*XV
I GOT A BULLET NEATLY THROUGH MY FOREHEAD

M4=M3[)JM-BC3[449MR/?7[%I6\4;Q!_'N9!
AAKL44=[6/01M/MR72K4X44=[09JA;=#
Q: THE CART DISAPPEARS

H: R6FR%@T(9U/[4;Q-BG/[&;RAL44=I!

Q: TIM TREVYL NEEDS TO CUT SOME WIRES

A: M4=[#>M6HGA5:HU-4J:MN(9C\30FJ@<CA\
Q: WE HAVE A PROBLEM WITH A THICKER STRIP
H: EC@<U)ER96F=N&CC=E9Y#>AGE70[
A: N96AMN44=[-40P)ER44=[3AA/UV
SOME METAL ISSTUCK IN THE COGS

;COC.@IR44=[41@O470

A: BKS,M'H:E9Y.ACB4&296FK(9U/[/?7[4A=<!

F4J:[45DS4>3QC3[,M"C?\&ICN(AD"

Q: I GET TRANSPORTED TO AUSTRALIA
H: LA-M6=Q2\4>3<S98IFL&ICN44A<Q/N\
A: =K?Y-L3AKKT44=[-40_

N>2[44=[7*Q:CC2#,M01HI]

Q: I DON'T HAVE TIME TO GET EVERYTHING THE FRENCH TOOK
H: M-J:[!_35GCBL#R?L4;Q!K@T96FK7*MF[

@EI0[]#'N8"
?L=>S! 'N8 VE=R2E9Y3<=8E<M]

A: [2-J: [!K@V>-OALL(=GD_

I NEED SOME TWEEZERS

?CE6\44=HS)ER44=[&L3I5EX#>LC_
I NEED SOME GLUE

Q: WHAT IS BEST FOR SPLITTING A DIAPHRAGM?
Q: WHERE CAN I GET A PEA?

H: K3H8H5CMNlD,MF-HE;8MR3<F;/0
A: BER6+Q/M9:QU,M+>K/E=IE\
THE SENTRY REFUSES ME ENTRY TO THE GRAND HOUSE

A=[-<>ALL,9OL44=[0?DA94MR)E!

R6FK.7@?\3<>8[$AN=1S/E=NM4;Q35GHI(AD"
A HUNDRED HUGE HORSE GUARDS HAVE HUNG ME

A9M9Y!Q=F96\!_"GKL,C?9 >MN44 =I!
H?7[4A=<R)ER44=[,5S>7E7NY444=IR.ACB4'
A:

I DON'T UNDERSTAND WHAT THE DUKE MEANS

H: M4AJM)JM!_(AEF[
A: -A+4A=<EM4;Q&I:CT44=[7*Q:CC2#,MO <CE[

H: BK?M,=B:[,C@<>E9Y&ICN!-@@2)ER!-@@A

A: Pl=M3[$E;\96FK&CE6\44=[&CIAAL36CJ/M-0
Q: WE NEED TO SHORT SOME CONTACTS
H: A9U/IY-L96FK$K?7[449SL"CAIC3:0
A: R6FK%N0>O5?\&L=>S6+Q/M9:QU,M$Q99>J?10
Q: NO GOOD WITHOUT SOME OIL
H: I1KAS4>3@NM!M6\3.M6*@@A
A: BER44=[#R-G0H"?S1J=@>"
I THINK TIM TREVYL IS TOO CLUMSY

: &?<S4=M[ =>ALL4;F.EX)JM"C0@1M]
?L=>S44=[27U3E7[/?R1D,MF-HE!

Q: I CAN PRODUCE A PIERCING NOTE

Q: I NEED SOME NEUTRINOS

H: M4=M3[)JM!_45D8[!M6\! 0<5BB)@@A
A: N>2[44=[71AJA89[,5SlMj

H: M4=TG4>7>@>MN44=["M>5-

A: K3?\"S?@;?R&L=>S&L3I5EX#>LC"223<CU&0

Q: THE BRITISH ARMY DON'T WANT MY ASSISTANCE

I MISSED THE JUICY BITS

H: P.G@T$K?Y-L/7@?MN44=HS!MKG44=I!

A9U/[96FK#E9Q5>[,9ANL)ER44=[,5M5B:0

A: @HQ.ACB4X/CN3<F?4X&L=>S7*S1M:C@

L5G@EMN

I CAN GET BOTH THE MODULE AND THE LANCE TO BRUSSELS

I

L<>8J?7[%GG2[#LF78\4-J:[44=[,5M5B*
=N=AP)KL)ER44=[&;Q;5MJN,M# >QB[

R6F=N-40G8C9U)JM2OAEV
R6FK#>MR)=Z96FK3AA/UV
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